ABSTRACT. Measure-theoretic quantifiers are introduced as convenient notation and to facilitate certain applications of Fubini's theorem. They are used to prove the uniqueness of Haar measure and to give some conditions involving translation which imply absolute continuity of another measure.
It is a remarkable fact that on a topological group with Haar measure, every measure is almost absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure in a sense given below. (The case of Lebesgue measure occurs in [3] .) The proof, which is a simple application of Fubini's theorem, can be expressed compactly using measuretheoretic quantifiers. As corollaries of this fact, we may deduce the uniqueness of Haar measure and some conditions involving translation which imply absolute continuity of another measure. (Again, compare [3] .) The author wishes to acknowledge valuable conversations with Allen Shields which led to these results.
Since this paper essentially consists of applications of Fubini's theorem, we will make the standing hypothesis that all measures are a-finite, possibly complexvalued.
If P(t) is a predicate, let us write Vet[p]P(t) for "for almost every t [p] P(t)" and 3mi[/z] P(t) for "there exist many t [p] P(t)", i.e., "there is a set of positive /i-measure such that for t in this set we have P(t)n.
These measure-theoretic quantifiers enjoy the "interchange property" that ordinary quantifiers have when the predicate is measurable in the following sense.
Definition. If X is a measurable space and P(x), x G X, is a predicate, then P is called measurable if the set {x : P(x)} is measurable.
For example, if E is a Borel subset of a topological group G and P(s, t) is the predicate "st G E" on G X G, or "xb(«í) -0", where \e is the characteristic function of E, then P is Borel-measurable.
The interchange property we mentioned is as follows. 0 = / vE(x) dp(x) = J J xe{x, y) du(y) dp(x) = ff Xe\x, y) dp(x) du(y) = J pBpi du(y).
Since fi,v>0, it follows that Vey\u] pE^ = 0. D
We may also interchange the 3m quantifiers under the same hypotheses, as is easily seen from the fact that ->Vex P(x) if and only if 3mx ->P(x).
It is now a simple matter to prove that every measure is almost absolutely continuous. 
M-□
We remark that if p = v = Lebesgue measure, then a simple argument using points of density shows that it suffices to have f = ft a.e. for a dense set of t. On the other hand, it does not in general suffice to assume that Ve£ PROOF. By Corollary 3, v < fi < p, or v < p. Let / = [dv/dp] be the Radon-Nikodym derivative. Then for all t we have ft = [dvt/dpt] = [du/dp] = / a.e. PROOF. For any Borel set E, (pG)(uE) = J u(Et~l) dp(t) = jf XE(st) dv(s) dp(t) Let g = [dv/dp]. If g G L°°(p), then the closed graph theorem, for example, shows that there is a nonnegative / G L1(p) such that fg G L1(p). Thus / G L1^), whence /t-i G Lx(v) and Fubini's theorem gives, if vG < oo, oo = / (/ /t_1 (S) dl/{s)) dß{t) = // fi$t)9{s) Ms) Mt) = // f(st)g(s)dp(t)dp(s) = j \\f\\L1Mg(s)dp(s) = II/IIlhm) • IMki(M) < oo, a contradiction. oo > J |/t-!(s)| dv(s) = j \f(st)\g(s)dp(s) = j \f(u)\g(ut-l)dp(u) = IjKtti-1)!/^)!^«) Now 
